Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS) has shown to be a powerful tool to study the nanostructures of porous materials. Positron Emissions Tomography (PET) are devices allowing imaging of metabolic processes e.g. in human bodies. A newly developed device, the J-PET (Jagiellonian PET), will allow PALS in addition to imaging, thus combining both analyses providing new methods for physics and medicine. In this contribution we present a computer program that is compatible with the J-PET software. We compare its performance with the standard program LT 9.0 by using PALS data from hexane measurements at different temperatures. Our program is based on an iterative procedure, and our fits prove that it performs as good as LT 9.0.
Introduction
Nowaday, the decay of the bound state of an electron and a positron, a positronium, could be used in characterizing nanostructures of materials or imaging metabolic processes e.g. in human bodies. The first one is achieved by a technique know as PALS (Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy) [1] , [2] , the second one by a Positron Emission Tomograph (PET) [3] , [4] , [5] , which is used in many hospitals. Joining these two techniques can extend diagnosis possibility of standard PET scan, and possibly improve the sensitivity to diagnose different stages of cancers [6] .
J-PET is a newly designed [7] and constructed PET device in Jagiellonian University [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , which due to its original idea of using cheap and fast plastic scintillators and dedicated fast electronics [16] , [17] can in future compete with commercial PET scanners. Furthermore, superior time resolution in J-PET can be used in implementing positronium lifetime measurements, where time measurements are crucial in recovery of lifetime distribution.
The idea how to obtain the PALS spectra using PET scanners were introduced in [6] , [18] , [19] , [20] . In this paper we present a new procedure to do a PALS analysis by a software compatible with the software used in J-PET [21] . A compatible software would potentially accelerate the analysis process fo data gathered by J-PET detector. The precision and reliability of our new developed software is compared with the broadly used program LT 9.0 [22] .
Analysis in PALS
Positronium lifetime in material, in ideal situation follows an exponential decay law f (t, τ ) = 1 τ exp − t τ , where τ is the mean lifetime. However in the measurement it is distorted by the resolution function of the apparatus that is used to gather the PAL spectra. Assuming that resolution impact can be described by the sum of a finite number of Gauss distributions g(t, t 0 , σ) =
, lifetime component measured in PALS will then follow distribution given by convolution of exponential and Gauss distributions. Because exponential distribution function is only differentiable from zero to infinity one can use one-sided convolution to obtain simplified final form shown in following equation (1) :
In the material with multiple components with different mean lifetimes, PAL spectra can be fitted by a function F (t) composed of a linear combination of (1) and distributions assuming n lifetimes and m Gauss resolution components (2):
where erf() is the Gauss error function and y 0 is the background. I i,j denotes the intensity, so the fraction of a given component of the whole spectrum is always greater than zero. In that context iterative procedure was developed, programmed in C++ based on ROOT libraries, where each iteration releases gradually more parameters initially fixed. The program handels data in the form of histogram and some initial conditions may be defined by the user. Firstly the background y 0 is estimated as the mean of the 50 last points of the histogram, then the initial conditions are taken under consideration. These condition are as follows: (i) number of lifetime components, (ii) their initial mean lifetime and intensity, (iii) degree of freedom ("f ", "p" or "nf " explained hereafter in detail), (iv) number of resolution components, (v) their initial width σ and shift t 0 . The last initial parameter given by the user is the number of iteration that should be performed, by default it is set to 3 iterations.
The degree of freedom determines how program will be treating given variable in the process of fitting. It can accept "f " as the rigorously fixed, so the lifetime and intensity of given components can not change at all. It is a proposed option for annihilation component in source, which in principal is known from previous PALS studies. The second option is "p", which fixes component parameters in the first iteration, but in next steps of fitting it is allowed to change the lifetime value up to 5 percent value taken from the previous step. In that option there is no boundary on the intensity value. The last option is "nf ", where no boundaries for the next steps are defined. It is also possible to fix a ratio between intensities for some lifetime components, what in general is used to fix the o-Ps to p-Ps intensity ratio as 3:1. In the first step of the run, the program processes the initial parameters defined by the user and fits a spectrum with fixed lifetime and intensity for components with "f ", and "p" options. Then in the second iteration, new initial parameters are set based on the results from the first iteration and fit the spectrum with fixed lifetime and intensity for components with "f " option, but with changed variability of lifetime for "p", so the lifetime can change up to 5% from initial value. Then the further iterations are performed similarly, until the desirable number of iteration is reached. The whole idea is shown in Fig. 2. 1.
Comparison with LT of hexane sample
To check the reliability of our developed program, it is important to compare the results of the fit with the known and already approved programs like for example LT developed by J. Kansy [22] , PALSfit [23] and PAScual [24] . Data that were analyzed came from a hexane PALS temperature scan, measured in the PALS laboratory at UMCS, Lublin. Data were collected using source in Kapton foil. Iteration method to fit the data is specified in previous section. Four lifetimes components (n = 4) and one resolution component (m = 1) were applied in the fitting procedure. The fraction of ortho-Positronium (o-Ps) to para-Positronium (p-Ps) probability of annihilation was fixed to 3:1. The annihilation in source was fixed by "f " at a mean lifetime of 382 ps with the intensity of 10 %. The other components were treated as free "nf ". Fig. 3.3 . One can observe that the results obtained using both programs are very similar, and the pattern in the scan is preserved in both fitting programs showing a phase transition at around -100 o C. 
Conclusions and perspectives
A new analysis program for the PAL spectra is proposed. The program is based on the iterative procedure compatible with the J-PET tomograph analysis software. The program was validated on the hexane PAL spectra. The obtained results are consistent with results of analysis performed using well established software LT 9.0.
It is important to stress that the proposed program is capable in analysing lifetime spectra from conventional and digital spectrometers. It can be also applied for future morphometric images produced by J-PET detector, where the positronium lifetime measured in each voxel would bring additional information in PET scan.
